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Abstract This study deals with the development of the
retentive forces of double crowns intraorally measured.
Twenty-five combined fixed–removable prostheses with a
total of 84 double crowns were included in the study. The
intraoral measurement was performed at 72 defined measuring
points directly adjacent to the double crowns of the dentures.
The measurement was performed 4–6 weeks (baseline),
6 months (recall 1), and 18 months (recall 2) after the
insertion of the restoration. A specifically designed measuring
device was used. The median values for the single measuring
points reached 4.705 N at the baseline, 5.190 N after 6 months,
and 3.740 N after 18 months. The measured values were
analyzed according to differences between the median
retention forces at the three defined points in time. The
statistical analysis of the median values showed no statistical
difference for the retention force change after 6 months but for
the decrease until the second recall (Mann–Whitney test). The
retention force per denture was calculated by a summation of

the single measuring points. At the baseline, 12.9 N was
reached. The forces did only decrease slightly and were not
statistically significant. The results indicate that retention
force values of double crowns, measured intraorally at the
patient, do not relevantly change clinically within the first
1.5 years. Within the limitations of this study, it can be stated
that wear does not influence the retentive forces of double
crowns within the first 18 months. After this period the
retention force should be still sufficient for denture retention.
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Introduction

For the purpose of oral rehabilitation of the partially
edentulous dentition, different attachment systems can be
used for the retention of combined fixed–partial dentures
[1–5]. Telescopic crowns [6–9] as well as conical crowns
[6, 10–12] are universally established and widely spread for
this indication. The recent literature describes the high
degree of intraoral comfort and a good long-term viability
provided by conical [10, 12, 13] and telescopic systems [5,
8, 14]. A frequent problem of the principle of double crown
retention is the frictional wear during the functional period
[8, 15]. Clinical research of this frictional wear requires an
intraoral measurement of the retention force change. The
examination of the retentive force development could
provide indicators for improving this retentive system. As
reported by Becker for the telescopic system [16] and
Körber for the conical double crowns [17], retention forces
of 3.5–7 N per attachment should achieve adequate denture
retention. Lehmann and Armin as well as Botega et al.
confirmed that these forces were adequate also for bar and
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ball attachments [18, 19]. Current data from measurements
performed at clinically used denture showed mean retentive
forces of 2 N [20] to 3–6.5 N [4] for telescopic crowns prior
to cementation. For the intraoral measurements of double
crowns, current data are missing. Some studies measured
the intraoral retention forces of implant-retained dentures.
They showed forces about 3–8 N for magnets, 6–30 N for
ball anchors, and 15–30 N for bars [21–23]. The values
referred to the retention of the denture, not to the single
retentive element. All systems showed a retention force
decrease after a longer period of time [21].

Materials and methods

Within the scope of a controlled clinical trial, 23 partially
edentulous patients were included in this study. All subjects
gave informed consent. The ethics committee of the
University of Bonn, Germany approved the study.

The patients received combined fixed–removable partial
dentures retained by double crowns. Fifteen dentures were
inserted in upper and 10 in lower jaws. Three double
crowns were used as median number of attachments per
denture (maximum five, minimum one). Normally, the
dentures were constructed using a vestibular open design. If
this was not esthetically acceptable, an overdenture design
with a labial flange was chosen.

The intraoral measurements were performed 4–6 weeks
(baseline), 6 months (recall 1), and 18 months (recall 2)
after the insertion of the restoration.

Four commercial dental laboratories fabricated the
dentures for the operators and student courses of the
Department of Prosthodontics, Preclinical Education and
Dental Materials Science. The double crowns were fabricated
from high-gold-content type 4 alloys. Theywere not produced
as theoretical ideal telescopic crowns with a preparation angle
of 0° but were modified by the dental laboratories by a slight
conical angle of 1–2°.

Measuring stylus for the in vitro and in vivo measurement

The retention force was measured using a device specifically
designed for the purpose. The measuring device comprised a
measuring stylus with a strain gauge (Fig. 1), and the
measurements were processed in a PC using an A-D
converter card. The resolution of the system was 0.01 N.
The retention forces were recorded and analyzed with
Dasylab® 7.0 (National Instruments).

Measurement procedure

Seventy-two measuring points were used for the retention
force measurements of the inserted dentures. Their position

was defined and they were used again for every repeated
measurement (Fig. 1). Six repeated measurements were
accomplished for each measuring point, and the median
value was used for further calculation. Before measurement
the double crowns were cleansed of adherent food or plaque.

The position of the measuring points was defined by the
following concept: (1) The point was defined not to be
located further posterior than the distal surface of the
second premolars. (2) If there was an adjacent abutment
tooth found, the measuring device was positioned between
the two teeth. (3) If the tooth had no directly adjacent tooth,
the mesial connection to the saddle was used as working
point. (4) If a prosthesis using an overdenture design was
tested, the measuring point was set at the labial denture
flange labial of the abutment tooth. The retentive force was
measured for the initial separation of the double crown
approximately at the first 0.1 mm of separation.

Statistical analysis

For the comparison of the median retention force values,
the Mann–Whitney test was used. To get a better
comparability with the results of the recent literature, the
sum of retention force per denture was calculated. The
statistical analysis was performed using Prism 4.0 (Graph
Pad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA).

Results

Retention force of the single measuring points

The results of the retention force measurement are shown in
Fig. 2. The retention force at the baseline ranges from 0.65
up to 36.48 N with a median of 4.705 N and an interquartile

Fig. 1 In vivo measurement. Intraoral retention force measurement at
a denture of the lower jaw. Double crowns are found at the left canine
and first premolar. The denture is secured by the examiner not to fall
of suddenly
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range of 3.75 N. The measurements after 6 months reached
a slightly higher median force of 5.19 N with an
interquartile range of 2.88 N. The second recall after
18 months showed a decreased median retention force of
3.74 N with an interquartile range of 1.75 N. The minimum
values at the recalls reached about the same dimension as in
the baseline measurement (recall 1=0.67 N, recall 2=
1.15 N). The maximum values reached about one fifth of
the maximum value at the baseline (recall 1=7.81 N, recall
2=7.01 N).

The comparison of the median values of all three groups
was performed by the Mann–Whitney test. This test
showed that the retention force after 18 months was
significantly lower than at the baseline (p=0.0469) and
the first recall (p=0.0386). The initial increase after
6 months was not statistically significant.

Retention force per denture

The calculation of the retention force per denture was
performed only as summation of the values of the single
measurement points. The results of the calculation are
shown in Fig. 3. Three double crowns were found as
median number of attachments per denture. The retention
force at the baseline ranged from 4.0 up to 62.3 N with a
median of 12.9 N and an interquartile range of 13.4 N. The
measurements after 6 months reached a lower median force
of 10.4 N with an interquartile range of 9.4 N. The second
recall after 18 months showed a median retention force of
11.1 N with an interquartile range of 7.7 N.

The comparison of the median values of all three groups
was performed by the Mann–Whitney test. This test showed
that the retention force of the dentures did not change
significantly by the examination period of 18 months.

Discussion

The cardinal aim of this study was to investigate the
clinical development of the retention force values of
double crowns. The retention force was determined by an
intraoral measurement. For the estimation of the retention
force change during a period of 1.5 years, measurements
at the baseline, after 6 and 18 months were taken. For a
better comparability with the data of the recent literature,
a calculation of the retention force per denture was
performed.

Method of the measurement setup and procedure

The main problem of the intraoral retention force measure-
ment is the reproducibility of the denture's removal process.
All studies with the topic of intraoral retention force
measurement have to face this problem. Some experimental
setups tried to solve this problem using a fixation of the
patient's head combined with a denture removal by a linear-
motor-controlled measuring device [22]. This should
guarantee the identity of the longitudinal axis of the double
crown and the direction of removal. These systems are
linked rigidly to the prosthesis. They are used to measure
the retention of the whole denture. The problem of such an
apparatus is that a perfect reproducibility of the patient's
head is not possible. This leads to a divergence between the
axes of removal and of the double crown. So, only retentive
elements can be examined which do not need an absolutely
parallelism of these two axes (ball attachments or magnets).
The system is not useful for the retention force measure-
ment of double crown retained dentures as a tilting of the
denture could pretend excessive forces not clinically
existing. As alternative setup measurement devices linked
below, the labial flange of the denture is used [21, 23, 24].

Fig. 2 Diagram of the values of the single measuring points.
Comparison of the retention force at the baseline, at 6 (recall 1) and
at 18 (recall 2) months after insertion of the denture. The comparison
of the values showed a statistical significant difference between the
baseline vs. 6-month recall (p=0.0386) and baseline vs. 18-month
recall (p=0.0469)

Fig. 3 Diagram of the values calculated per denture. Comparison of
the retention force at the baseline, at 6 (recall 1) and at 18 (recall 2)
months after insertion of the denture. The comparison of the values
showed no statistical significant differences between the three points
in time
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These systems are not rigidly connected to the denture.
They can be used to measure the retention of a different
number of attachments located in the anterior part of the
jaw, as the working point for posterior located attachments
is unwieldy. A comparable system was used in the present
study as it also makes use of a localized working point.
This copies the clinical situation of removal forces, caused
by sticky food chewed on one side of the denture, in a more
realistic way. In this clinical situation, the initial retentive
force of the double crown is determining for the dentures
stability. Concerning the procedure of retention force
measurement, it is important to remove the denture only
initially and not as much as possible. Such a further one-
sided removal causes a tilting of the double crown and thus
pretends higher forces than in real terms.

The measuring stylus was orientated in a way that its
longitudinal axis built a right angle with the longitudinal
axis of the double crown. The denture was secured against
a fast and uncontrolled removal by the examiner's fingers. It
was necessary to be aware of avoiding a contact with the
denture to prevent causing an additional resistance against
the denture's removal by touching the secondary crown.

Another aspect is which force at which point of time is
the decisive factor for satisfying denture retention. Is the
maximum force measured during the dentures removal
decisive or is the value of the initial removal the more
important value to be measured, as the denture should
ideally stay absolutely in position during chewing? Any-
how, a high retention force value reached after 2 mm of the
dentures removal could be combined with a great vertical
resilience. This can cause reduced denture stability resulting
in food impaction below the dentures base and less comfort
for the patient. So, the initial retention force value seems to
be the more relevant parameter for denture retention.

Samples

The samples used for measurement in this combined in vitro/
in vivo study should ideally have had parallel friction
surfaces. Many laboratories tend to produce crowns with a
slightly conical angle of 1–2° to facilitate preparation during
the milling process. It also has to be recommended that
minimal conicity of the primary crowns can occur very easily,
as milling absolutely parallel surfaces is extremely difficult.
The surface of the occlusal half therefore tends to be prepared
slightly more to avoid undercuts in the primary crown. The
retention force of the double crown is influenced by the dental
technician and is dependent on many factors. Milling speed,
degree of wear of the cutters, polishing, casting technique, and
method of setting the retention forces vary greatly and
produce a very wide distribution of the values [15, 25]. In
addition, the random sample examined was non-
homogeneous with regard to the type of tooth. At prosthesis

using an overdenture design, the possibility of an additional
vacuum effect was avoided by venting the seal of the
denture's flange. The tip of the measuring device was
positioned carefully to avoid injuries of the gingival tissues.

Analysis of the results

In this study the initial median in vivo retention force value of
an individual double crown reached 4.7 N. These values are in
good accordance to the measurements of in vitro studies
discussing a retentive force of 4–9 N on different double crown
techniques [4, 17, 26]. The retention force of double crowns
depends on many different variables during the fabrication
process. Laboratory tests have ultimately provided data
recommending the withdrawal force for double crowns [15,
27]. These data were, however, based on measurements of
samples, which were fabricated under ideal, standardized
manufacturing conditions. In clinical practice the dental
technician ultimately determines the retention force [28].
Only few data have been available up to now on the average
clinical withdrawal forces of individual telescopic crowns. A
previous study by Stancic and Jelenkovic also differentiated
between the withdrawal forces of telescopic crowns on
different types of tooth [4]. In good accordance to the present
study, they determined 6.5 N for the specimens on canines
and about 3 N for those on molars. This study measured the
retentive forces of 20 individual dentures.

The development of the retentive forces within the period of
18 months showed a slight decrease of the values. The
decrease was statistically significant. A retention force
decrease was also documented by different in vitro studies of
retentive elements [3, 15, 29]. For the clinically found
retention force decrease of telescopic crowns, there are only
a few data. Even though these findings were also documented
for telescopic crowns [8, 9], a measurement is needed to
analyze the long-term retention force development. As result
only studies about magnets, bars and ball anchors can be used
for the comparison of the values [21–24, 30]. These studies
always measured the retentive force for the denture and not
the force related to the single attachment. As problem there
exists, no measuring system allowing a precise measurement
of double crown retained dentures in an ideally way. Even
little divergences of the crowns' axes and the direction of
removal create a tipping of the double crowns, as the
denture's framework connects the secondary crowns. This
tilting of the double system raises the retention force
enormously. To avoid this problem, only the initial removal
was performed. Additionally, this situation equates to the
clinically relevant situation of a one-sided chewing of sticky
food. This chewing also results in one-sided removal forces.
To achieve a value for the comparison with the recent
literature, the summation of the single measurement points
was performed. The results showed that the force of the
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double dentures does not change significantly within the
period of 18 months. The range of the present median values
(11–13 N) was in good accordance to the results of the recent
literature that showed about 4–16 N per denture [21–24, 30].

Conclusion

The results of this study allow the following conclusions to
be drawn regarding the withdrawal force of double crowns
in clinical practice:

1. The retention force of dentures retained by double-
crown systems does not change clinically relevant
within the first 1.5 years.

2. The retentive force values reach the same range as the
values measured for other retentive systems.

3. After 18 months of intraoral usage, the retention force
seems to be still sufficient for denture retention.

The question is how much overall retention force is
necessary to produce a denture that is sufficiently stable,
functional, and satisfactory for the patient. Ultimately, this
question can only be answered by further investigation to
clarify whether the retention force of the dentures can be
correlated with the patient's satisfaction.
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